HUSTEF 2019 with Tariq King

HUSTEF 2019 is coming in October, 28-30 to Budapest!

We gladly announce that HUSTEF 2019 will be on *28-30 October* at the same venue as last year: the beautiful *Várkert Bazár* in the heart of Budapest, the lovely city with so many attractivities! Check out the highlight video from last year.

**Program Chair is Tariq King**

Now it's official: Tariq King has accepted our invitation and he will be the PC Chair this year! Tariq knows HUSTEF very well: - he gave us a fabulous keynote speech about AI, and a deep and very useful tutorial about white box testing last year. He was one of the favourites of our audience - no surprise! Tariq is a very well known speaker around the USA: - he had keynotes & tutorials at STAREast and STARWest. He has both industrial and academical background as he works for Ultimate Software - Head of Quality and he is a Professor of Florida International University.

We are really pleased to have Tariq and looking forward to this year's HUSTEF program which will be fantastic, that's for sure!

Are you interesting as a speaker or the upcoming topics of HUSTEF 2019?

Follow us on *FACEBOOK*

https://hstqb.us11.list-manage.com/track/click?u=3f546a85d9fd8faacfe5f0c15&id=2ebdb81c45&e=58f270283e

...and you won't miss the details & the Call for Proposals!

**Our Partner Conferences**

Reinforce AI Conference

20-22 March, Budapest, Hungary

In March a new AI Conference is coming to Budapest called REINFORCE where exciting topics and speakers can be seen from companies like *Google, Twitter, Almotive, UBER, IBM, Watson* and many more. A few topics:

* How is Twitter optimizing for sparse workloads in Tensorflow? - Cibele Montez Halasz, Twitter
* What do you know about AI in Telecommunication? Learn about the possibilities of the industry and consider what are the possibilities of AI in telecommunications? - Ignacio Más, Ericsson
* How can ML be biased, and how can we unbias it? - Kush R. Varsney, IBM Watson

Check out the lineup here: *https://reinforceconf.com/speakers*

<https://hstqb.us11.list-manage.com/track/click?u=3f546a85d9fd8faacfe5f0c15&id=a335789277&e=58f270283e>

*and get 10% discount with the code: Hustef*
The most important details

We are seeking proposals by test practitioners and researchers for **20-30-minute conference presentations**, including questions. The final length will depend on the number of accepted proposals. Submissions should demonstrate a **message** for a broader user community and should not focus on marketing, tooling or service details.

The Theme of HUSTEF 2019:

**INSPIRE ● INVEST ● INNOVATE**

We are interested in hearing your experiences in industry, case studies, lessons learned; academic studies and research; visions for the future of testing, or special sessions.

The main topics are:

- Test Approaches, Types & Techniques
- Test Teams, People and Diversity
- Test Management & Process
- Test Innovation, Transition & Transformation
- Test Automation, Tools, Data and Environments

Deadlines:

- Submission of title, authors and extended abstract: **13 MAY**
- Notification of acceptance: **15 JUNE**
- Submission of final presentations (slides): **30 SEPTEMBER**